
Some experts believe that it is better for children to begin learning a 
foreign language at primary school rather than secondary school.

Do advantages of this outweigh the disadvantages?

         Today in most countries, educating a second language at schools is 
compulsory because learning a new language besides the national language 
helps children to have more abilities in their future. There are two opposite 
attitudes between/among experts about the proper age for initiation of this. 
While one group extremely insists on secondary school another the other 
group believes that this should happen at primary school. Both groups 
consider their own reasons in debates. Under certain conditions which will 
be discussed below, I personally agree with the second one.  

     In my opinion, the earlier a new language learning would be, the easier (it 
would be) for children to digest it. When I notice younger kids at age 5 or 6 I 
find them more active, courageous and eager to learn rather than those at 
12 or 13 and it seems they much more enjoy learning something new much 
more. Moreover, most people can completely understand and speak their 
mother tongue at 3 or 4, this is a piece of an evidence that the human brain 
has more ability to memorize vocabularies at earlier ages./capacity 

      On the other hand, if teachers at primary schools cannot be successful to 
arouse children's interest in learning the a new language, it will make them 
bored. Have been disgusted by their teachers’ wrong teaching method, 
children unconsciously would hate learning new languages forever. 

       In summary, if the education system be is able to provide proper 
learning methods which contain appealing games or cartoons in order to 
keep kids interested, I believe that learning a second language at primary 
school will be a great deal more efficient for them.

Introduced properly, a new product can sell easily.



Taken according to your physician's instructions, the pill can be very 
effective.

Having no experience in teaching, Abdollah asked his colleagues for advice.

Texting his friends at the wheel, the driver realized he had been monitored 
by a Police Camera.

 


